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EFFECT OF COMBUSTOR-lNLET CONDITIONS ON I?EIH?ORNIANCE OF AN ANNULAR
TURBOJET COI$HKJSTOR
By J. HOWARD CFIILDS,RICHARDJ. MCCAF~ERTY,and OAKLEYW. SCTRIXE
SUM31ARY
The comb usficm p.e~formance and particularly the ph.enome-
mn q~ altitude operational limits was s~udied by operating the
(Innular comb usior (~f a turbojd engine owr a range of condi-
tions o.f airuffow, inlet prewure, inlet temperature, and fuel$ow.
The comb ~ustorinre.stigated was not the latest rersion of ~h& com-
bu.vfor and the data are presented primarily because they are
indicaiice gf general trends and phenomena that apply to a
largt class of turbojet combustors.
In-formation was ob~ained on tfLe combustion efficiencies, ~he
f-fed on combustion of inlet rariables: the ahitude aperativnal
limits with two di$erent fuels, the press-ure losse~ in the corri-
bus+or, the temperature and relocity pro~les at the combustor
ouflet%the e~tent qf afterburning? the ~uel-in~”ection characteris-
tlctq, and the condition of the cornbuster baskd.
The combu.stor operated at e~-ciencies abwe 90 p~rcen~ and
could produce a fempaature rise far in excess of the engine
requirement when i!he simula~ed a[titude was 8000 feet or more
below the operational limits. .4.s the simulded altitude was
pvgressirely increased, the combustion eficieriq and the
obtainable temperature rise both decreased. Abcwe the opera-
~h)nal limits, the rrtam-mum obtainable teniperature t-z”sewas
belou~the ralue required for engine operation.
Inrestiga~ions in which the combustor-inlet conditio~is of
pressure, temperature, and celerity were independently altered
through a utide rang~ showed that as (1] the inlet pressure -was
decreased, ($2)the inlet temperature was decreased, or (3) the
inlet relocity was increased, the resulting u nfa w-able C]LiZnges in
co)izbustor pe~formance were a~ JO11OUW:(1)Resonant combust-
ion appeared and became increa~ingly serere; (2) the corabus-
tiori eficieney decreased; and (3) a ?77CIXiTL?fiZ temperature rise
began to appear in the eurre oj eornbustor temperature rise
against fuel-air rat io. Both the rnaxirium obtainable tem-
perature rise and the fuel-air ratio at which it occurred de-
creased as the combustor-inlet conditions became more adrerse.
The efect of altitude prer-iously noted and the existence of
altitude operat iunal limits are explained in terms of the eiiects of
combus~vr-inlet conditions on performance.
INTRODUCTION’
Investigations of turbojet-engine performance in the
ATACA CLevelaml altitude wind tunneI have indicated that.
for each enatie rotational speed an altitude exists above
which engine operation is impossible. The performance of
an annular combustor of a turbojet engine -was therefore
investigated at the NA.CA Cle-reland laboratory to determine
whether a correlation exists between the performance of the
corcibustor amI the altitude operatio~al knits of the engine
re~ealed by altitude-wind-tunneI research. The combustor
investigated -was not the latest model of this engine and the
data are presented primarily as being indicati~e of generaI
trends and phenomena app&ing to a large class of turbojet
combus tors.
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Combust or operation -was at t ernpted under conditions
simulating engine operation at ~arious altitudes and engine
speeds to determine the aItitucle operational limits imposed
on the engine by the cornbustor. The altitude operational
limit as imposed by the combustor w-as compared with the
aItitude operational limit of the engine in the altitude-wind-
tunneI investigation. The inlet conditions to \vhich the cAru-
bustor was sensiti~e w-ere also dettwnkecl. The effect on
combust or performance of independently mwying each of the
parameters-inlet static pressure, inlet temperature, inlet
~elocity, ancl fuel-air ratio—was studied. k order to aug-
ment these data a~d to illustrate how cornbustor performance
Emits altitude operation, an investigation was made of com-
bustor performance under conditions simulatkg engine
operation at se~eral clifFerent rotational speeds at a constant
altitude of 20,000 feet. Information on the total-pressure
drop across the corubustor, the temperature and velocity
profiles at the combustor outlet, the eztent of afterburtig,
the fuel-injection characteristics, and the_ condition of the
combustor basket is also presented.
APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTATION
COMRL!STOR
A sketch of the combust or is shown in figure I. The com-
bustor fills the annular space around the compressor-tm%ine
shaft of a turbojet engine. The over-all length of the com-
bustor is 23 ,?4inches. Air is aclmit t ecl into the combustion
zone by means of an annular basket perforated -with lor@-
tuchnal ro-im of holes m.nging in size from J&inch diameter
at the upstream end to l&inch at the downstream end. . The
fueI-i~jection system for the combustor consists of 24 nozzIes
(nominaI capacity, 10.5 gal/hr; 80° hollow-cone spray; rated
at 100 Ib/sq in. pressure diflerentialj equally spaced in the
downstream side of z circular manifo]cI on a 151%-inch pitch
diameter. The fuel irde~ is at the bottom of the manifold.
SETUP
The generaI arrangement of the setup is dic+yammaticdly
shown in figure 2. The cornbustor was connected LO the
laboratory air supplies and exhaust systems; the air quanti-
ties and the pressures to the combustor -were regulat ecl by
remote-controlled -ralves.
For Met-temperature regulation, a part of the air was
burned with fuel in a preheater and then uniformly mixed
with the rest of the air upstream of the combustor= A ‘close
check was maintained on the completeness of combustion ‘iti——
the prehea-ter to insure that no appreciable combustibles
contaminated the air. Use of such a preheater to produce a
temperature rise of 200° F in the inlet air resulted in a corL-
sumpt ion of 3.9 percent of the oxygen, increased the carbon
dio.xicle content of the inlet air by 0.S0 percent of the totaI
air weight, and increased the moisture conte~t by 0.36 percent
of the totaI air weight. Qs-–
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FIGURE 2.—Diagrammatic sketch of arrangement of mmbustor setup.
Observation windows for viewing the combustion were
provided in the combustor housing -and in the outIet duct
immediately downstream of the combustorl as shown in
figures 2 and 3. (The photog~aph of fig. 3 shows the skle of
the apparatus opposite to that of fig. 2,) Another observa-
tion window Iocated in the downstream standpipe (fig. 2)
provided an end view of the inside of the combustor.
The inlet and outlet ducts were fabricated according to
the dimensions and the contours of the engine ducts leading
to and from the combustor. Water sprays were instded in
the pipe immediately downstrea.rn of the combustor-outlet
b
-Observofion
w))?0’0w
------+
duct for use when the heat radiated from the downstream
duct became excessive.
Itfixing vanes followed by flow straightemrs were installed
in the inlet duct to give uniform temperature ancl veIocity
profiles at the combustor inlet. Maximum differences
between individual readings of inlet ternperakure and mean
temperature were about 5° 1? and occurred onIy on test
runs with high preheat temperatures. The maximum and
minimum local velocities deviated from the mean velocity
about 5 percent for most runs. The fuel nozzles in the
combustor were perioclicaIIy calibrated and repIaced when
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necessary. For most runs these nozzles were well matched,
hawing deviations of +3 percent from the mean fuel delivery
when inditidwJIy tested zt a pressure differential of 25
pounds per square inch.
LYSTRU?W3XTATIOX
The longitudinal section of the combustor and the
adjacent ducting with a notation of the loc%tions of instru-
mentation planes are show-n in figure 1. Instrumentation
plane 2 is Iocated at the combustor inlet, -which has a cross-
sec.tional area of 0.647 square foot; instrumentation plane 3
is at. the combustor outlet., where the a,nnukw cross-sectional
area is 0.S58 square foot.
Positions of thermocouple junctions and pressure taps
in the various cross sections of the inIet. and outIet ducts
where measurements were made are shown in figure 4.
In each cross section the instruments were located fik centers
of equaI areas. At cross sectiort 3 (fig. 4 (a)), 15 circum-
ferential locations of thermocouple rakes are shown as they
were init ialIy arranged. Later in the investigation, the
observation window ah position r was repIaced by an addi-
tional thermocouple rake. The positions at all cross
sections were arranged clockwise as seen Iooking upstream.
TVhene~er there -was no w-ater spray immediately dow-n-
stream of the combustor, the average exhaust-gas tempera-
ture at cross section 5 (fig. 4 (b)) was obtained by the use
of a traversing shielded ehromel-alumel thermocouple.
Both horizontal and vertical traverses were made with this
instrument until the temperature pattern at this cross
section was established. The variation iu temperature
was not more than ilOOF; therefore, in later runs the instru-
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m.ent was fixed in a stationary position where the temperature
was approximately equal to the average temperatm-e at
cross section 5.
Therrnocouple-equipped fuel nozzles were USCCIin some
runs. Iron-constwtan thermocouples were so pwned into
thci wcrll of the dome of each of three fueI nozzIes that the
metal temperatures could be dekrminecl. EcLcA thcmno-
couple junction was located halfway between the orifice
crncl the hcxagonaI shouIcler of the nozzle. The three
nozzles were installed in the foIIowing positions in the mal~i-
fold (looking upstream, reading count.ercIocIm’isc with 0°
at top of cornbustor): 22.5°, 97.5°, ancl 187,5°.
Thermocouples were connected through multiple switches
to two calibrated self-balancing potcntiomete.rs,, one with a
range of —100° to 700° F for reacling the inlet temperatures
anf~ one with a range of 400° to 2400° F for reading the
outlet temperatures. The fuel flows to the cornbustou and
tile preheater were separately meterec{ with calibrated
ro kmeters. The pressure. differential across tkfuel nozzles
was measured, when possible, by a 50-inch mercury mano-
meter; higher differentials were determined by obt rrining the
fueI-manifold pressure with a. Bourdon gage crncl correcting
for the combustor-inlet pressure. The air flow was metered
by a square-eclged orifice installed according to A. S.M.E.
specifictitions and located upstream of cdl regulating va~ves,
Manornct.ers were used to. obtain pressure readings.
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PROCEDURE
ALTITUDE0PER.4T10hrAL L1311TS
In order to cletermine. the altitude op~~rcLLionalimits of
the engine as imposec? by the comlmstor, the p(’rforma [){’(!
was investigated with combustor-inlet comli ticrns simulrtting
engine operation over the range of frltitudcs Iml engillr
speeds where unsatisfactory combustion hml bcrn encoun-
tered in an alt)it.~lcle-\!”incl-tuflrlel investigation of the. cwrrr-
plete engine. For eack tesi point (correspon(iing to a simll-
~ated altitude and engine speed), the con~ljustor oprra(ing
conditions were taken from estimfrtcd p(’rformanre curves
of the engine for static (zero-ram) op[’ration Ivith th{~twil cone
retracted. Any c.omplet e set of ckt a can be saiisftwt.orily
used as a standard for determining the efl~~vtof inlet condi-
tions upori combustion Crn(l for mvealillg the importarlt
phe.nornena and tmucls. The data used (fig. 5) were supp] i(KI
by the B“ureau of Aeronautics, h’avy Depar(mcnt, LLndwere
basecl on the lates~ engine trots and p(~rformnncc cstimaks.
The rm.thocl of cletermining the altitude opwat ional limits
cozwistecI in maintainkg the combustor-inlet CWL1(Iit.ic)ns ILL
the predetermined values (fig, 5) for crrch :!lt.itll(l[~-(~ngi~lt:-
speed point ancl gradually varying lhc! fuel flow through a
wide range. All poinfs ~t which the highest obiain[iMc
combustor-t empercrture rise wcLs belo]v thrrt reqllired for
nonaecelerating operrrtion of the engine (fig, 5 (b )) \verc
considered within the nonoperational range of the c[~gine;
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all points a~ which the required temperature rise could be
obtained were considered within the operational range.
llata were recorded and combustion characteristics were
noted as each of the foHoming events occurred: (1) .& mean
mmbustor-outlet temperature -w-asreached that was equal
to or slightly above the temperature required for DOD-
wcelerating engine opera tio~; (2) the type of combustion
chaDged radically; (3) a peak in the mean combustor-outlet
temperature was reached; (4) some localized outlet tempera-
tures exceecIed the potentiometer range (2400° F) and were
considered unsafe for the instruments, and therefore further
increase in fuel flow w-as inadvisable; a.ncl (5) the combustion
ceased (a rich-limit blow-out). The sequence ancl the num-
ber of these events ~aried for the different tes~ points.
The runs were fist made with .i~–F-22 fuel and then
repeated mith .4-hT-F-28, AmemIment-3, fuel. The im-
portant constants for the two fuels appear in the following
table:
I s 1 i I I
A.S.T.M. boiling
Lower HxdIo- ~w,fic points (0 F) Tetrz-
FneI Llll::g gen- gr2Fity ;~;Imbon
(Btu/lb) ratio W;W F
II
~th w&TJ FM (mI/gal)
I,— . ..—
A>’-F-B . . . . . . . . . . . 19,w o. 1s2 0.629 1 113
AhT-F-23, AJnma-
170 233 0
mertt-3--------- 1s, m .174 .725 103 213 32S 4.55
EFFECT OF COMBLSTOR-IXLET CONDITiOSS OX PERFORM.4>”CE
For the investigation of the effect of combustor-~et COQ-
clitions orL Performance, ~AT–F–22 fuel was used. For the
.
initial part of this stud;, a point vas selected in the range of
operation w-here unsatisfactory combustion occurred that
corresponded to an engine speed of 10,000 rpm and an alti-
t ude of 16,600 feet. The combustor-inlet pressure, temper-
ature, and velocity were maintained at -dues simulating
engine operation at this ~titude-engine-speed petit; the fuel
flPw ~vas sdtered; ancl clata were taken at each of several
fuel-air ratios. One of the three combustor-irdet parameters
(pressure, temperature, or ~e~ocity) was then maintained at
some new =raIue, the other two parameters were mai~tained
at the original values, and the fuel flow w-as again altered.
This procedure w-as continued until each of the combustor-
irdet. parameters had been varied independently of the others.
Combustor-inIet -reIocity rather than air mass flow-~-as chosen
as a parameter because the a-railable combustion time is more
directly related to flow velocity than to mass flow.
For the second part of this study, a point corresponding
to an engine speed of 15,500 rpm and an altitude of 24,000
feet. was seIected in order to determine the effect of combustor-
irdet conditions in this altitude-en=fie-speed range. Each
of the combustor-inlet parameters was independently altered
from the ralue simulating emgtie operation at this point.
COMBG5TOR PERFORMANCE AT SEVERAL SUVIL’L.4TED
EXGLNE SPEEDS AT C!OXSTk\T A.LTLTLIDE
In order to ikstrate how faulty combustor performance
sets the altitude operational limits, the combustor was oper-
ated -with inlet. conditions simulating en&@neoperation %t.
seven different. rotational speeds at an altitude of 20,000
feet. For each simulated aItitude-engine-speed condition,
the flow of.ANT-F-22 fueI was increased until no higher mean
combustor-outIet temperature COUMbe obtained, blow--out
occurrec?, or Iocal outlet temperatures became excessive and
endangered the instrumentation. Data -were taken at sev-
eraI fueI-air ratios for each set of combustor-inIet conclitions. __
METHODS OF CALCL’LATIOS
The average’ -reIocities and velocity pressures at cross see-
tions 2 ancl 3 were computed from the air How, the fuel flow,
ancl the aveiage tempertitures and static pressures measured
at these cross sections. The total-pressure drop throu@ the
combustor was obtained as folIows: Static pressures at the
comb ustor inlet. and the comb ustor outIeL were measured;
the -relocity pressures based on the a-rerage ~elocities -were
added to these static pressures to gi~e totaI pressures at the
comb~%tor inIet and the combustor oudet; and the difference
between these values w-as taken as the drop in total pressure
through the combustor.
In order to determine velocity profiles, the Iocril velocities
at se-reraI point< were computed from the measured YaIues
of temperature ancl total pressure at those points together
w-ith the static pressure at that cross section.
Thermocouple indications were taken as true values of
temperature without correction for radiation or stagnation
‘effects.
RESULTS XND DJ.SCUSSION
~LTTTL’DEOPER~TIOX..MIJXITS
The data obtained in the in~estigation to determine the
altitude operational Iirnits are summarized in tables 1 and 11.
Whenever several indi-riduzd readings of combgstor-outlet
temperature feIl below the potentiometer ra~ge (400” F),
the mean combustor-outlet. temperatures ancl dependent
calculated data were omitted from the tables. Determina-
tion of individual reacIings below 4000 F was considered
unnecessary because the mean outIet. temperatures that re-
suIted -with such Io-w-readings were in all cases far below the
requirement of the e~wine for normccelerating operation.
The points labelecl “no combustion” @oints 4 and 6, table Q
are those m-here repeated attempts produced no burning ak
any fueI flow.
Altitude operational Iimits of the jet-propulsion engine, as
determined by tests of the combustor using AN-F-22 and
AN-F-28, .$mencIment-3, fuels are presented in figures 6 (a)
and 6 (b), respectively. The curves separate the region
w-here the combustor-outlet. temperatures attainable were
sufficient from the region where the combustor-cmtlett
temperatures attainable were insufficient for nonacceIerating
operation of the engines. For convenience in referring to
tab~es I and II, the data points on the figures are identified
by numbers. The minimum operational ceiling with
AAT-F-22 fuel (fig. 6 (a)) w-as a~ an altitude of 16,4C0 feet
and occurred at. a simulated engine speed of 8000 rpm; at a,
simuIated engine speed of 17,500 rpm the operation was satis-
factory to an aItitude of 34,000 feet. With AX-F-28,
Amendment-3, fuel (fig. 6 (b)], the minimum ceiling was a~
14,600 feet and also occurred at a simulated engine speed
of 8000 rpm; at engine speeds above 17,000 rpm, operation
~as satisfactory to aItitudes higher than 30,000 feet.
Variations other than those indicated by the operational-
limit cur~es were observed in the combustion characteristics
of the two fuek. Ignition m-as easier with AN-F-22 fuel
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than with AN–F–28 fueI. In the region immediately below
the a~tit,ude-operationa] -limit curves, AN–F–28 fuel generally
procluced more flickering of the flames than did AN–F–22
fuel. When AN–F–28 fuel was used at simulated engine
speeds below 12,000 rpm, the frame flickered and fluctuations
occurred in the c.ombustor-outlet. temperatures ~t altitudes
as much as 3000 feet below the operational-limit curve
(fig. 6 (b)). When operating with either fuel at simukted
engine speeds beIow 8000 rpm, combustion sometimes ceased
when the fuel flow was ckcreasecl to low values (lean-limit
bIow-ouL). This phenomenon was not encountered at high
simulated engine speeds.
Tbe combustor operated at efficiencies above 90 percent
and was capable of producing outlet temperatures far in
excess of the engine requirement when the simulated altitucle
was 8000 feet or more beIow the operational limits. As the
simulated altitude was increased: (1) Resonant, combustion
appeared and became increasingly severe; (2) combustion
efficie~cy decreased; and (3) temperature rise through the
combust.or began t.o pass through a maximum value (with
variation of fuel-air ratio) within the fuel-air-ratio range
investigated. Both the maximum temperature rise obtain-
able and the. fuel-air ratio at which it occurred clecreased w
the simulated aItitucle was increased. The resonant com-
bustion, which was encountered at aItitucies near the opera-
tional limits, was cl]aracterimd by one or more of the follow-
ing conditions: rapid flickering at the. base of the flame,
noisy vibration of ~he c.ombust,or ancl adj scent duct,ing, and
fluctuation of the conibustor-outlet temperatures. (In orcle.r
to distinguish between the several types of resonance, the
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kind of combustion occurring during each run was given a
Ietter clesignation.)
The aItitude-operational-Iimit curves of figure 6 compared
with the corresponding curve determined by altitude-wind-
tunnel tests of the compIete engine wing ANT–F–22 fuel are
shown in figure i. Operxt ional failures at. high em=g$nespeeds
(above 16,000 rpm), which were encountered in the w-ind-
tunrtel investigation of the er&ne, did Dot occur in the com-
bustor tests. One possible cause of this difference might be
that. nonuniform flow conditions e=ted at the combustor
inlet. in the en=gine, whereas in the combustor stuc{ies a uni-
form inlet-veIocity profile was maintained.
EFFECT OF COMBUSTOR-ELET CONDITIOXS Oh” PERFORM.AXCE
The effect of combustor-in.let conditions on the perform-
ance of the combustor is shown in figures 8 and 9, where
the mean of the measured temperature rise through the
combustor is plotted as a function of fuel-air ratio. For
estimation of combustion efficiencies, cr-mes for 60 percent, 80
percent, and 100 percent of the theoretical temperature rise
are incIuded irt both figures. The theoretical-temperature-
rise curves of figure 8 are based on an inlet temperature
1-1+lx f8./14.7 [ /.<8 L[0.46 ~ t-
of 650 F; the corresponding curves of figure 9 are based OR
—
an inIet temperature of 190° F.
The cur-res in figure 8 show the effects on combustion of
independently varying the combustor-idet pressure, tem-
perature,and ~elocity from concIitions that simulate zero-
ram engine operation at an engine speed of 10,000 rpm and
an altitude of 16,60cI feet.
‘The effect on corubustor performance of altering the com-
buster-idet static pressure w+de maintaining the irdet tern- _
perature and velocity constant is shown in figure. 8 (a).
When the inlet pressure was high, the combustion efficiency
was above 95 percent and the temperature rise through the
combustor increased throughout the range of fuel-air ratios
investigated. Operation at fuel-air ratios higher than 0.018
was not. attempted because local outlet temperatures ex-
ceeded the safe limits of the instrumentation. When the
inlet pressure was low-, the combustion efficiency was Iow
and the temperature rise through the combustor passed
through a maximum value at. a fuel-air ratio much Ieaner __
than the over-all stoichiometric mixture; beyond this value
the combustion efficiency decreased rapidly with increase in
the fue~-air ratio. Both the maximum temperature rise at-
800k,! ;ccurred)1111 1-Ht-t
Iiiiliiitiltil 111..-’bl’’b’t’
700’F-t/iiiI t M--t
I l..”] /i--
‘-~ I ~ ~
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(%1Effect of alteringstaticpre~mm atmmbm~tor iuIet. ?idet temperature, 65” F; inlet vekwity, 21+feet per second.
FFGTRES.–T’ariation of mean temperature rise through eombustor with fuel-afr ratio for mmbussor-kdet conditions iudepe~deutIy akered from w.lues simulating en~”ne operations at
mt8tiouAI speed of 10,CWrpm and altitude of 16,W feet.
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tiainable and the fuel-air ratio at which it occurred decreased
as the inlet pressure -was decreased. Resonance always be-
came se~ere as the fuel-air ratio was increased past the value
giving the maximum attainable temperature rise and a rich-
limit blow-out occurred. C’hanges in the slopes of the com-
bustor performance curves were dw-ays accompanied by
changes in the type of operation, as shown by letter designa-
tions indicating various types of resonance besicIe the clata
points on the figure.
Similar data showing the effect of aItering the combustor-
inlet tempemt ure are presented in figure 8 (b). ~om-parison
of figures 8 (a) and 8 (b) indicates tl~at, a decrease in com-
bwtor-inle~ temperature produced the same general effects
on performance as a decrease in combust,or-inIet pressure.
Figure 8 (c) shows the effect. of altering the con~bustor-inlc~
velocity. An increase in tho air velocity had the mme gcncwd
effect on performance as a clecrefise in ifde t presslirc or in
inlet temperature.
SimiIar results obtained with each of the {:c)~~ll}[Is(or4nIc(
parameters independently varied from conditions Simuhlling
engine opemtion at 15j5t)t) rpm and an &dtiLude of 24,(100 feel
are presented in figure 9; each of the comb ust.or-inlet. ~lara m-
eters hacl the same general el~ec.t on pwforma nce at the higll-
altitude, high-engine-speed point as at t lW low-al [itude, Iow-
engine-speed point, of figure 8.
ln each of the families of curves shofvn in figures 8 and ~,
the lower curves in the family fall farther apart al [hollgl~ (110
curve parameters change in nearly equal incremcmts, which
(b) Effect of altering temperature at combustor inlet, Inlet static pressure, 13.4pouads per square inch absolute; inIet vdocity, 215feet pm’second,
FIGURES.—Continued.
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indicates that a.gi-ren increment in any one of the combustor-
inlet parameters prodl~ces more of cm eflect upon combustion
performcmce as that parameter becomes more acl-rerse to
combustion.
Sharp breaks occur in some of the mm-es of figure 9.
Such discontinuities were accompanied by equally suclden
changes in the type of combustion. For exampIe, at fuel-
air ratios below 0.0141, -where thp break begins in the Iowest
curve in figure 9 (c), the combustor operated with very LittIe
resommee; at fueI-air ratios above 0.0145, the flame movec[
to a new seat about 2 inches downstream of the fueI nozzIes
and became intermittent and noisy. The fuel-air ratio at
which such abrupt changes in operatiori occurred ~aried
~digghflyaccording to whether the point was approached by
increasing or by decreasing the fueI flo~ and according to ‘—
the rapidity with which the fuel flow was changed. unless
sudden changes in the type of combustion were observed, -
discontinuities mere not cIrawn in the curves of figure 9.
In check runs it. w-as fouml that the outIet temperature
obtained for a gi~en fueI-air ratio could be reproduced on.I-y
Then operating uncIer concLitions normally giting Iittle reso-
nance. Then resonance was pronounced, as the fuel flow
w-as increased (alI other conditions held constant), the flame
wouId sometimes be extinguishecI at fueI-;ir ratios below
those where operation hacl continued in pretious attempts.
-
Some points where such rich-limit blow-outs occurred are
I
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(c) Effect of alteriag velocity at cambustw inlet. InIet temperature, 6.9 F’; Met static pressse, 13.4pounds per sqrrare inch absolute.
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indicated in figures 9 (b) ancl 9 (c). In the intermediate fuel-
air-ratio range of figures 8 (b) and 8 (c), duel performance
curves for the mmbustor were obtained and these curves are
shown by dot-and-dash lines. This tendency of the com-
bustor to drift into different modes of operation existed when
operating under conditions that gave resonant combustion.
COMBUSTOR PERFORMANCE AT SEVERAL SIMULATED EXGINE
SPEEDS AT CONSTANT ALTITUDE
In order to illustrate how faulty combustor performance
imposes the altitmde operational Iirnits, figures 10 and 11 are
presented. ResuIts are shown in figure 10 for which data
were taken over a range of fuel-air ratios with combustor-
inlet conditions simulating engine opem~ion at, each of seven
engine speeds at an altitude of 20,000 feet. The moan of
the measured vaIues of temperature rise through tllo com-
bustor are plotfied against the fuel-air ratios usecl to obtain
them. Each of the resulting curves has the same general
shape as the curves of figures 8 and 9. ~urvcs fur 100-
percenk, 80-perce.n&, and 60-percent theoretical tempemt[lrc
rise are. indicated by dashed lines. The points where the
curves -surpftss the temperature-rise requirement of the engine
are indicated by symbols that are connechxl by a do (.M
line. At the intermediate simulated engine speeds (8000
ancl 10,000 rpm) blow-out, occurred before the tempera turc
rise reached the engine requirement.
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TIM. temperature-rise requirement of the engine for
nonaccelerating operation at. various engine speeds at an
altitude of 20,000 feet is shown in figure 11. YaIues of the
maximum temperature rise obtainable with various simu-
lated engine speeds at. this altitude (taken from the pea-b
of the curves in fig. 10) are connected by a dotted line. The
resulting curve falls below the temperature-rise-requirement
curve between engine speeds of 6500 and 11,300 rpm. The
nonoperatiomd range therefore exists between 6500 and
11,300 rpm at. an altitude of 20,000 feet.
An amdysis of the causes of the altitude operational limits
can be made by folIowing a constant-altitude path at 20,000
feet, going from Iow to high engine speeds, observing whah
happens to en=tie performance (figs. 10 and 11), and exmnin-
ing these happenings in terms of the effects of the combustor-
irdet conditions on combustion performance. The combustor-
irdet pressures, temperatures, and Velocities existing in
the engge at an altitude of 20,000 feet at various rotational
speeds are shown in figure II. Starting at an engine i@eed
of 6000 rprn, the combustor produces the temperature-rise
requirement of the engine. At this point, the combustor-
irdet pressure and temperature are relatively Io-ir, and both
are therefore adverse to combustion. The inlet velocity is
very low-, however, and a Iow velocity has a favorabIe effect
on combustion enabling- the combust or to give the required
teruperat ure rise.
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As the engine is accelerated LOhighr engine speeds, the
combustor-inlet pressure and temperature increase; these
changes are bcneficitd to combustion. At the same Lime,
however, the inlet veIocit.y increases very rapidly and this
change has w detrimental effect cm combustion. The un-
favorable effect of the rapidly increasing inlet velocity more
tIlan counterbalances the beneficial changes in the other
operating conditions, as is e?idenced by the decrease in
temperature rise obtainable., untiI the cmnbustor ceases to
meet the engine requirements when a speecl of 6500 rpm is
reachecl,
.4s the simulated engine speed is increased through the
nonoperational region, the inlet pressure and temperature
increase at accelerating rates whereas the inIet velocity
increases at a decelerating rate with increase in simuIa ted
engine speed. At a simulated speed of about 10,000 rpm,
the favorable effects of the rapidy increasing inlet pressure
and tempera ture become large enough to offset the adverse
effect of the increasing inlet velocity and the temperature
rise obtainable begins to increase with simulated engine
speed. At a speed of 11,300 rpm, the temperature rise
obtainable is equal to the temperature rise required. Above
an engine speed of 11,300 rprnj the inle~ velocity increases
only slightly and approaches a maximum value whereas the
inlet pressure tind temperature increase rapiclIy find bring
the combustor farther into the satisfactory operating rrmge.
PRESSUREDROP‘THROUGHCOMBUSTOR
./i corrcdatiou of the cc)mbustor totnl-~)ressure drop is
presented in figure 12, ‘he rat io of the total-presslure drop
to the inlet dynamic pressure AF’z-s/qz is plotted agt%ins~
the ratio of the combustor-in]e.t density to the avcrflgc
cornbustor-outlet densiky pz/P3. In the a~)pemdix, M2_3/gl is
shown to be a linear function of pJp~, ~nd the prcdicled
straight-line correlation is obtained in figure 12.
The derivation of the relation
~=~(~2/’P3)
presented i.n the appendix assumes that a~ cross section 2
the inIe8 dynamic pressure QZis the effective vaIuc of q; ~he
reIation is also valid, however, if the effective value of q has
a fixed ratio to qz. In the annukr combustorj both the moss-
sectionaI areas of the flow passages anc~ the ratio of tiir mass
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in the combustion zone to the total air mass continually
change when passing downstream through the combustor=
The ratio of the effective q to q, therefore continually changes
as the flame seat moves downstream. Inasmuch as the
location of the flame seat changed, especially under oper-
ating conditions that promoted resonant combustion, the
preceding relation cannot be expected to hold exactly for
this combwtor and some scatter of the data points, as indi-
cated in figure 12, might he expected.
The isothermal W~_3/qz is 1.62; and when Pzlp$ is 2.8,
APz_z[ql is about 2.1.
TE31PERATERE AND TELOCITY PROFILES AT
COXBWTOR OUTLET
Combustor-outlet temperature profiles for four representa.-
t ive runs are shorn-n in figure 13. The combustor-inlet con-
ditions for the run presented in figure 13 (a) simulate engine
operation at an engine speed of 10,000 rpm and an altitude
of 16,600 feet and the mean combustor-outlet temperature
is 150° F above required normal-operation temperature.
The inlet conditions are approximateI-y the same for the run
presented in figure 13 (1) and the mean outlet temperature
is about 220° F higher than required normaI-operation tem-
perature. In figure 13 (a) the mean outlet temperature is
9G~0 F, the mti~ recorded local temperature .is 718° F,
the maximum recorded locaI temperature is 1305° F, and
I /1 I 1: I I .- I I I t I
,, ./, ,, !2m<
, , r
-4L.UII!I r+.l,liilli[li
4 6 8 [a /2 [4 [6 ft?x[Q ‘
FIG~E 11.—l2onrbustoroperating conditions in jet-propulsion engine at wriona en@m
.Twis at aftitude of X?,IKKIfeet. Static operation; M cone retracted.
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the average temperature-rise deviation from the mean tem-
perature rise through the combustor is -&1110 F (+ 12.4 per-
cent). In figure 13 (b) the mean outlet temperature is
1042°1’, the minimum recorded Iocal temperature is 640° F,
the maximum recorded local temperature is 1600° F, and
the average temperature-rise deviation from the mean
temperature rise through the combustor is + 156° F
(+16.0 percent). The temperature profile is more uniform
and the combustion efficiency is higher for the run presented
in figure 13 (a) than for the run presented in figure 13 (b).
In check runs the outlet-temperature profiles couId not
always be exactIy reproduced but consistent trends were in-
dicated; the profiles became more uneven as the combustion
efficiency became lower and as the temperature rise became
higher. The localized high outlet temperatures (hot spots)
became excessively high when the combustor basket was
slightly off center. The positions of localized high tempera-
tures also shifted from time to time, possibIy as the result of
progressive warping of the combustor basket,
The operating conditions listed @ figures 13 (c) and 13 (d)
simuIated no particular altitude-engine-speed conditions but
produced aggravated cases of uneven fgeI distribution. .The
combustor-outlet temperature profiles are shown for these
two runs in order to illustrate the effect of uneven fuel
distribution. The causes of the uneven fuel disixibution will
be subsequently discussed.
ln figure 13 (c) the mean outlet temperature is 240° l?, Lhc
minimum recorded Iocal temperature is 170° F, the mwimurn
recorded local temperature is 310° F, and the average tem-
perature-rise deviation from the mean tempera ture rise
through the coml.mstor is +310 F (+ 18,8 percent), The
mean temperature rise for the bot~om one-fourth of tho duc~
is 35 percent higher than the mean temperature rise for the
top one-fourth of the duct.
ln figure 13 (d) the mean outlet temperature is 1222” F,
the minimum recorded locaI temperature is 7200 F, the,
maximum recorded local temperature is 1760° F, and tho
average temperature-rise deviation from the mean twnperfi-
ture rise through the combustor is + 248° F (&28.1 pcr-
c.ent). A low-temperature region occurs at the l-o ‘clock
position in the duct.
Typical velocity profiles at the combustor outIeL aro
shown in figure 14 for three of the same runs for which tem-
perature profles appear in figure 13. The outlei-vdocity
pro files=vary in uniformity as the ou tlet-tempera~ure pris-
flles vary; high Iocal velocities usually resul~ where high
local temperatures occur. Th~ velocities also definitely
tended to remain low nearer the walls of the duet., regtwcl-
less of temperature distribution. The inleti-ve.locity pro-
files ar=-also shown in the figure for comparison.
EXTENTOFAFTERBURNING
The temperatures read at cross section 4 checked closcIy
with those at cross section 3; no t,empe-ra~uro rise due to
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of engine at 15,5cKIrpm and altitude of 24,fw feet.
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k
Radial thermocoupleposifions
c1 Oui%ide,I
(a) J
a Cenfeq E fig.4 (a)
A Inside,IL
a +0 s- Circumferenfiai
posiiion of fherrnocou@e
@ Ci~un7fe renfiaf posi~ion
o fuel nozzle
(8) Irdet static pressure, 13.41wunds per squ=e fmh absoIutF, idet tempemture, 71° F; Met ~elocity, ?J6 feet per semnd; fuel-ah ratio, 0.0139;mean ontlct temperature, S6S0F.
FIG~E 13.—Temperaturs discriiution at wmbw.tor outIet for repre$+mfatim runs.
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o
k
Radial fhermocoupie positions
o
,1
Outside, I
(b) n Ce:,$~: fig.4(0}A
a to 3- Circumfef-entj~l
po.si+ionof +hermoco tiple
@ C3W%X2.’ ‘“’i’’o”
(b)Inlet static pressure, 13.39pounds per square inch absolute; iulet temperature, 65° 1’; inlet velocity, 214feet per second; [uel-e,ir ratio, 0,016; mean outlet temperatum, l(W2°F,
FIGURE 13.–C.ontinued.
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(c)
Radial fhermocoup[e posifions
o
1
Oufaide, I
Q Cenfer, X fiq.4 [a)
A Inside, D
a fo S-Circumferential
position of +hermocoup[e
@ ‘%S%22’ “’’ion
(c) Met static pressure, 13.40pounds per square inch abscMe; irdec temperate, 75° F; inlet vebeiw, 1!37feet per second; fud-air ratio, 0.w3~ mean outIet temperatnr~ 210”F.
FLGLTRE 13.—Continned.
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o
5
Radial fherrnocouple positions
o Ou+skie, I
[d] u
1
Cenie< E fig. 4 (a)
A Ins;de, n?
a +0 s- Circumferen+iol
post tion of thermocouple
@ CW%YW’ ‘“’i”””
(d) Inlet static pressure, 16.lNpounds per square inch absolute; inlet temperature, 340° F; inlet velocity, Z&lfeet per second; fuel-air ratio, 0.0130;mean outlet tempwaturc, 1222°F.
—
FLGURE 13.—Concluded.
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(a)Rtmshowm iu figure 13 (a).
(b) Rrm shown in Egure 13(b).
(cj Run shown in figure 13(d).
FIIXJZS 14.—Velocity distribution at Met and outlet of combustor for representative rum.
af terburning was therefore indicated in any of the tests.
A tenuous luminous flame, however, appeared to extend
past. cross section 3 in some of the runs.
A comparison of the mean combustor-outlet temperatures
at cross section 3 -with temperatures read with a shielded
thermocouple at the downstream cross section 5 is shown in
figure 15. The downstream temperatures are lower than
the mean ~dues at the combustor outlet and the differences
are ~meater at high temperatures. The calculated tempera-
tur~ fiop in thee.aaustgas,tith auo-wincefor heat, transfer
through the pipe w-ails between cross sections 3 and 5, -was
40” F, with the exhaust--gas temperature assumed to be
1000° F at cross section 3 and the temperature of the test
ceII assumed to be 800 l’. Tl%en the mean temperature at
cross section 3 is 10000 F, figure 15 shows the measured
temperature at cross section 5 to be about 40” F lower.
The data points on figure 15 therefore detiate from the 45°
line by the expected amount and. the readings of the shielded
thermocouple at cross section 5 check those of the bare-wire
tl~ermocoupIes at cross section 3.
CH&RACTERISTICSOFFUEL-1X’JECTIOXSYSTEM
HydrauIic head in manifoId.-The effect of the hydraulic
head between the bottom and the top of the fueI manifold
was evidenced during the investigation. As the fuel flow
was decreased to a point -where the pressure differential
FIGCEE 15.—Comparissn of mean temparaiure at crm.s seetion 3 with nrwm temperature at
cross .wction .5.
between the bottom of the manifold and the ti=ide of the
combustor approached the ma=titude of the hydraulic head
between the bottom and the top of the manifoId, the nozzles
at the top ceased to deliver enough fuel to sustain burning
in that region. This partiaI cessation of burning always
occurred at a fuel flow of about 75 pounds per hour.
The combustor-outlet. temperature profile for a run in
which the fueI flow was only 100 pounds per hour is show-n
in figure 13 (c). The fuel distribution and the outlet tem-
peratures are higher at the bottom because of the hydraulic
head within the manifold. The fuel nozzles were later
calibrated while inst aIIed in the manifoId by U@ a total
fuel flow of about 100 pounds per hour; the results of this
calibration are RIso shown in figure 13 (c). The percentage
variation of each nozzle from the mean fuel delivery is given
with each nozzle position.
Fuel deaeration and vaporization within fuel-injection
system,—During the runs in which the inlet temperatures
-were 2400 F and higher, dark areas were observed near the
top of the ring of flame (looking upstream) even though the
fuel fiow were high enough to overcome the effect of the
hydraulic head within the fuel manifold. These dark
areas indicated the presence of air or vaporized fuel in the
nozzles at the top of the manifoId, where gases generated=
therein would collect. This condition w-ill hereinafter be
referred to as “vapor Iock. ” A fueI nozzIe, when delivering
gases, loses some of the cooIing effects of the fuel and becomes
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overheated by the radiant heat from the flame, which
aggravates the vapor-lock conclition. It is reasonable to
expect that under extreme conditions a vapor-locked nozzle
cou~d be heated to the extent that cracking of the fuel -would
cause the orifice to become clogged with carbonaceous
deposits. During the investigation such carbonaceous
deposits were formed in two nozzIes.
This vapor-lock condition Was investigated by peening
iron-constantan thermocouples into the wall of the dome of
each of three fuel nozzles in the manner previously described.
Table 111 shows the nozzIe_temperatures observed during
various runs. W%en the inlet temperatures exceeded 290° F,
the fueI nozzle Iota.tecl near the top of the manifold (22.5°
position) showed a sudden marked increase in temperature,
which may be explained by a reduction in the mass flo]v
of fuel through the nozzle due to the presence of vapors.
The nozzles located lower in the manifold did not show this
rapicl change in temperature hi auy of the inlet temperatures
investigated. Temperatures within and above the boiling
range of the fuel were attained in all three nozzles, indicating
that vaporization of the fuel M well as deaeration Was
causing this trouble.
One. manifestation of vapor Iock is shown in figure 16
Where the pressure diflerentifil across ~he fuel manifold and
nozzles is plotted against the fuel flow for runs made with the
same set of fuel nozzles. The pressure clifferential for a given
fuel flo~vis seen to increase with combustor-inlet temperature
after a critical inlet temperature is surpassed. As the fuel
flow increases, the. vapor-lock effect becomes less, as shcnvn
by the con~rerging curves in figure 16.
Figure 13 (d) shows- the ccunbustor-outIet te~~perature
profile for a run in Which the inlet temperature was 340° l?;
cleaeration and vaporization of the fuel Ivithin the fuel-
injection system had resulted in vapor Iock of the fuel
nozzles at the top of the manifold and extinguished the
flame at, the 12- and I-O’CIOCli positions.
COIVDITIOh’ OF C0MBUST0rBAk4KET
Warping of the combustor basket, existed in places where
locaI temperatures were high but the distortion, never
became excessive. No holes were burned in the basket
during the tests, and no carbonaceous-deposits thicker than
().002 inch Were found on the walk of the basket. At the
altitude conditions of most of the tests reported herein,
blue-flame combustion prevailed; at Iow altitucle Where
yellow-fiarne combustion occurred, warping and the forma-
tion of carbonaceous cIeposits became greater than with blue
flames.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
A combustion-laboratory investigation of the performance
of an annuIar combustor gave the folIowing resuIts:
1. The lowest operational ceiling of the complete engine
~-22 0 I /90. {_
–1
-1
8
foo zoo 300 400 500 ’600
fuel flow, Ibjhr
FIGURE16.—Pressure differential measured across fuel manifold and norzlcs as [unc[lon Ot
fuel flow for all runs with same setof luel nozzks.
as determined by tests of the combustor operating ~vit,h
ANT–F–22 fuel wtis at an altitude of 16,ioo” fc~t anC1ocCl]rre[~
at a simuIated engine speed of 8000 rpm, At a _simulat,cd
engine speed of 17,500 rpm, the. combustor operated srttis.
factorily to an altitude of 34,OOOfeet.
2. With AN–F–28 fuel, the minimum opercttional ceiling
was at 14,600 feet and also occurred at. a simulated [’ngina
speed of 8000 rpm. At simulated engine spwls close to the
rated maximum of 18,000 rpm, operation was satisfac hry to
altitudes higher than 30,000 feet.
3. At altitudes of 8000 feet or more below the operational
limits, the combustor operated a~ efficiencies highm than 90
percent and was capable of procuring outlet. Wnpemturcs
far in excess of the engine requirements.
4. As-the simulated altitude was progressivdy increased,
approaching the. operational limits: (1) Resonant combustion
began and became increasingly severe; (2) the combustion
efficiency decreased; and (3) the temperature rise through
the combustor began to pass through a maximum vcduc
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(with increase in fuel-air ratio) at a fuel-air ratio tithin the
range in-restigated. Both the maximum temperature rise
obtainable and fuel-air ratio at which it occurred decreased
m the simulated altitude Was increased. Abo-re the opera-
tiomd limits, the maximum obtainable temperature rise was
bekm the vaIue required for engine operation.
5. EIigh combust or-inlet pressures and temperatures and
Iow- combustor-inlet ~-eIocities were favorable to combustion.
W’hen these combust or-idet conditions were fa-rorab~e to
combustion, the combustor operated at efficiencies abo-re 95
percent and the temperature rise through the combustor
increased with an increase in fuel-air ratio throughout the
range of fuel-air ratios in~estigated.
6. The combustion efficie~cy and ma-timum temperature
rise obtainable decreased and resonance increased if: (1) The
combust or-inlet pressure was decreased, (2) the combust or-
iulet temperature was decreased, or (3) the combustor-idet
~wlocity was increased. Both the ma.xirnum obtainable
combustor temperature rise and fuel-air ratio at -i&ich it
occurred decreased as these idet conditions became more
adverse.
7. Th~ e.tistence of altitude operational bits w-as ac-
counted for by the effects of the combustor-inlet conditions
on combustor performance.
& The ratio of the total-pressure drop through the com-
bustor to the inlet velocity pressure correlated as a linear
function of the ratio of the combustor-idet density to the
combustor-outlet density. The Iinear reIation NW predicted
by theoretical consideration. The isothermal total-pressure
drop through the combustor was 1.W tfiesas great= @
inlet velocity pressure.
9. ~ombustor-outlet temperature profiles became in-
creasingly une~en as the temperate rise increased or as
the combustion efficiency decreased.
10. Thermocouples ]ocated downstream of the combustor
indicated temperatures consistent with those measured at the
combustor outIet; no temperature rise due to afterburning
~as detected.
11. vaporization and deaeration of fuel withi~ the fuel
manifold and nozzIes led to severe overheating of the ~ozzle~,
which caused nommiform combmtor-out let temperature
distributions md sometimes resuIted in the formation of
carbonaceous deposits in the fueI nozzles.
~Z. ~em fittle deterioration of the combustor basket
occurred ;nd no carbonaceous deposits thicker than 0.002
inch mere present.
FLIGHT PROPULSION RESE.iRCH LABOR.+TORY,
ATATIOX.iL.4DVISORSCOMNITTEE FOR .%EROX.iUTICS,
C!LEVEL&WD,OHIO, Jlarch21,1947.
—
ANALYSIS OF TOTAL-PRESSURE
T%e following symboIs are used in the analysis:
A cross-sectional area of combustion space, sq ft
k,, k2 dimensionless constants
?n mass flow per unit cross+ cctional
(Sq ft)
(l dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft
AP total-pressure drop, lb/sq f t
Ap static-pressure drop, lb/sq ft
~7 velocity, ft/sec
density, slugs/ w ft
~ubscripts (See fig. 1.):
2 combustor inlet
combustor outlet
; friction
m momentum
area)) sIugs/(see)
The total-pressure drop due to friction can be expressed as
(1)
When a simplified combustor of conshmt cross section -is
assurnecl, the static-pressure chop clue to momentum change
is
and the total-pressure clrop due to momentum chcmge is
piv,,~ p3V32(Ap,_,) .=3 (V,- ~7,)+T–T
(2)
(3)
The tohd-pressure drop through the combustor is the sum
TABLE I—PERFORMANCE DATA OX COMBUSTOR FROM
DROP THROUGH COIklBUSTOR
of the pressure drop due to frictior
due to momentum change:
ant] the. pressure [Imp
Substitution of pjA~7z for m gises
Wlxm the slight increase in mfi.ss due to tht!- .wkli[ion of fuel
between the combustor inlet and the cornbus~or outlet is
neglected,
plvz =pa T73 (6)
or,
T“, p,
T’,==
(7)
If equation (7) is substit,utecl in equ~tion (5) rmc[ the terms
are combined,
A,&=p~(’’+k,_~j
~1 T?22
Sikstitution of @ for y and Iz for (kl — 1) gives
(8)
(’3)
For any pmticular cornbustor, equation (9) is wlicl only
if qz is equaI to, or has a fixecl r%tio to, the effcctivc value
of q.
LIMITS WITH AN-F-22 FUEL
~lemcom~i~::r:.
Si~J~~d Stiulated c;:;$;;:- COm- cOrn- Rritfo of
TotaI - statfc-
bustor- bus:::- Afr flo w Fuel flow l?;::;;ir ~$e;t;:-m. actual to
pressure pressure TF w
Point altitude Met tem- rkepressurespeed (ft) (lb[sq in. (lb/se.) (lb/hr)(rpm) perature Yelocity peratureabsolute) (0 F) (ft/see) ~ i?) combust or
&
1 10,000 16,600 13.19 84 226 cJ.58 ml
13.19
2 10,000 20,000 11.10
u. 10
Outlet temperatures below .400°)?
3 10,CsJo 23,002 9.45
9.48
4 10,coo 30,OoQ
5 15,OcM
6 16,000 30,000
7 17,000 30,000 /
8 M, Oao 30,coo
~The various types of resonant combustion are designated as follows: A, rapid flfckerirrg at bu~e of flame: ?, tempera[l]re fluctuations at c@mtMOr outkt; C,noisy vibra-
tion of combustor and adjacent drrctirrg; D,eombiuat ion of B and C; E, combination of A and B; N, normal OPeratlQn(110nOtmeable resonance); +, severe; -, slight.
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TJ.BLE I—PERFORMANCE DATA ON C031BL~STOR FRO 31 lW’ESTIGATIOiV TO DETERM lA?E ALTITIJDE OPER.{TIO-N.KL
LIN ITS WITH AN–F–22 FUEL— ComIuded
- ——.
Type
of res-
Omulee(1)
~?
B–
A
A
.?J
N
E–
A–.
~+
A+
‘B-
B
B
E
A
A.
A-i-
~+
-&&
~:
D+
N
f+
:omb uscOr-
}
Com-
klet static bustor-
pressure imk~j&me-
(lbjsq in.
absolute) (0 F)
IL 19 2%
lL 19 m
L1.19 205
31.19 a5
$igilg$ FueI tlow
(Ibl’brj
Mean eOm-
FueI-air bust or-
rat~o outlet tern.per3ture
(“F]
0.0123 781
.0134 327
. 01i6 704
.0176 . -------
LfHUl tenr- Ratio of Total- Stat ic-perat ure actual to pr~espre pr$espren-se
through theoretical through t hmugh
mmbustor t-y;:t~e’
(“F) \::&y; $$gg;
WnuIated
@e
spe-ed
(rpm)
Wmd at ed
altitude
(ft)
Pofnt
— —
7.97 363
7.97 3s5
7.9? 4220
7.97 ~m
10 16,CQ3
\
32,CU)O
—-—-+-----l------l----
270
270
270
270
aY6 I 0.651I 0.74 I o:%621 .646 .76499 . <~ .33 .76
Blow-out
1, 0ss
1,137
7%0
— I 0= IALEL
11 30, m 12. Ss I 2X12 S-9 22512. s ES %6267267 3.78 I 0708. W 610&79 630 0. 01s0 I, 2s2.0193 L 362.0199 I, 015
12 15,500 3c4WI 11.98 193
1L95 192
IL 98 192
1242 192
16.39 162
13.71 155
13.71 155
13.m 155
8.53 I :,0
3-55
8.56
I
%
a% Klo
o. m52 w
.0162 799
- 020A .S51
. 0?%43 --------
Q 0179 1, 24%—
797 I 0.741 I o. S3 I &w6!)7 .531 .S4 .89m .$67 iS .39
Blow-ret ‘
13 20,W 263’
270
2i2
2i2
1,136 t 0.S$35 I L16 I L61
14
p-
14.CQo 10. is 5S2
10.61 526
10. m ms
8.30 395
& ~ 456
0.0153 9.s8
. CU56 1, LW3
.0159 i74
0.0132 --.-:
.0154 ---.----
333
I
0.766 I LolI L2534.!.7651.02 L!2S619 . 5-!9 L60 L 14
14,m 343,000 10.15 153
10.1’3 150
L1.Ss 162
LL&3 161
IL.s 162
11.% 162
45s I 0.45$ I 0.s3 I u%
Blow-~ut
BIOX-OUC
B 10W4Ut
14,5’30 2&LMo 2i2
2i5
2i5
2i5
9.1.5
9. 2s E9.20
!3.27) %
Q 0140 619
. OMT -------
. 01s6 –..__. -
.oR1 .. . . .. ..
lIWO 17,OwI 15.07
I
~fi
15.07 126
15. m L%
276
256
2ss
&g ~ ;::
IL.61
k
795
11.03 6Ss
11.01 734
11.01
0. ms
I
I, 234
. 01s4 L#J
. mw
12, Cm 19,000 14.18
I
HO
1418
1418 E
255
256
256
2S
2S3
2s3
o. oIi2 I, 122
. 01s4 ~~
.02222 -.------
Ontlet temperatures below 4W F
GutIet temKB&wMr~tbeLow433”F
12,(n30 30, Ofml x 19 I S-83-22913.22 91 7.40 355i. *O m7.10 653
9.30 ~-
9.30 610
!3.30 W3
u. 0133 -.....-.
. O.w . . . . . . . .
-@5 --------
o.OLS1 lx231
. 019L g~t
.0259 940
1,040 0.321 0.92
793 .526 .8s I Ml:-7!9 .A18 .33 .W
H
~+
OulIec tempermuw below 4W F
461 \ 0.461BloJmuto. 53 I a 55 f
/l-!-
15,503 28, 03Q 13.10 I 19L13.10 19113.10 191 264Ml
8,0W 17,w 10.:1 I 5010. ?il 5$10. Ad 50 19s19819s i. IX” I 305i.09 3Efli.09 3&o 0: :Lg --------.0153 . ..!..
S,lm L9. C@ 9.78
F
44
9. is 45
9.78 45
12.39 153
12.39 1S3
12.39 1s3
193
19s
19s
%i
m
Zii
-%3
!263
263
6. Z 3L5
6.70 3<6
&70 3s5
— —
9.78 375
9.78 393
9.7s WI
o. Olw . . . . . . . .
.0143 ..-... -.
. 0L60 . . . . . ..-
0. Oloi 599
. rn12
.0142 x.
14m 26,(KQ
,_
la
~_
24
25
l—
26
27
l—28I_lx!
34
31
i+
l=
35
36
13,OIM 23.601 13.10 I LS313.10 13213.10 132 10.19 50010.19 53sIO.Lg 7S0
4.17 332
4. Ii 333
4. Ii 3i3
k Ii ml
—
0.0136 W
.0147 694
.0193 . . . . . ..-
0.0221 1,197
.0233 . . . . . . . .
. 02s --------
. MM -------
0.0130 8L2
.0137 “
.0162 _JV--
2), CKIo 7. w 17
7.99 17
i. 99 1?
7.w Ii
C?,im
E,ow
24,IM3
21,000
6.40 8
L2.93 L13
12.9s 113
~-gs LL2
137
255
253
255
230
230
230
19’3
199
144
11*
144
261
m
261
261
241
196
198
193
3.30 I -------
——
10.14 475
10.14 m
10.14 523
10,LOo 18, WI
2~ Q3Q
11.m 79
IL S9 30
11. S9 80
8. iO — 40
%70 40
a83
}
m
3-38 435
8.s3 466
6.% 335
6. Xl 350
0.0L2.5 Tll
.0136 591
.0152 --------
a 0153 --------
.0163 --------
0.6-213 I, 171
. o~~ 1,3i4
.0317 . . . . . . .
0.01s8 L,4A:
o. m75 ~ I, w
!
Outlet temmBr’twm;:below 403° F A
A+
Lcim
17,m
16, m 9. m 22
9.37 21
9.87 22
13.31 265
5.17 396
5.17 525
5.17 590
&’g 5i0
7i71nii-19, MM 30, CwXl
—l—
Lzwo
17,520
24, CC0 9.29 3.sn
9.z .g ~
6.9S 4s
O.01L4 --------
.OLX --------
0.0179 1, 37s
353 I 0.423BIJ*ii.-..-. I -------- I g I
M,mo
3,0W M, 5rKl ~.lg I 4107.50 4227.50 510 0.0152
gfi
.0159 971
.01S9 . . ..--..
Ii.60+3 36, m 26L
261
263
6. al
I
316
6.= 350
6.50 400
0.0135 93s
.0153 S7
.Om .-_-----
For fcmtnote see P. 22.
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TABLE 11—P.ERFOR.MANCE DATA ON COMBUSTOR FROM INVESTIGATION TO DETER3HNE ALTITUDE oPERATIONAL.
LIMITS WITH AN–F–28, AMEND MIENT-3, FUEL
Simulated ~im”]a&& ;;l:p~yJ~- COm- cOm- MesurOm.- $&&: Ratio of
Trtal- static-
engi~e
buWm- bu&r. Air PLow Fuel flow Fuel-air ,.Q;:::;. actual to
Prtimsye pre~y:e TYIN
Point speed altitude pressure inlet tem-
rise
(lb/see) (lb/hr} theoretical
of rcs-
(ft) (lb/sq in. p~ra~e Telocity ratio through temperature J::::t:r ~m~u~~[jr ylye(rpm) p2rature
through
absolute) (ftjsec) (0 F) eombustorp F) rise (lb/sq ~n.) Obleq In,)
-——— —— —.
1 10,Ixnl 16,600 13.xl 88 223 9.63 . 425 0.0123 755 6f& 0.751 0.80 0.W IN
13.20 229 9.63 450 ; :::. 780 6g2
13.20 z ~!~ St03
. 7’to
4s0
.84 . Q7
-------- Blow-out 27
3 10,m 23,owl 9.50 65 240 i. 58 320
9..50
cl.o117 .--_--- OutIct tempered ure below 4M01?
65 240
A+
7.58 370 .0136: . ..--... Blow-out .4-1-
-
.—
8 18,OIM 30, O@) 14.70 ?,74 233 9.19 670 0.0193 1.510 1236 0. w 0.73 0.90 h,
14.70 !274 233 8.19 ml .0224 1541 1267 ,921 .74 .09 hr
.:
10 16,000 32, 0ti3 U. 2ti 205
Il. 2Q
269 7.95 300 0.0103”- 632
Za3
427
267 7.93
0.562
3.53
0.08
. 012Q
o. lx
624
.E–
11.20 .205
421
269 7.95 400
.460 .67 .07 A+
.014 : . . . . . . . . Blow-out A-F
— — . —
11 16,5U0 30, Om 12.90 :Z24 8.79 401 0.0127 ““ 916 692
12.90 223 %: : ~;– 472 .0149 1023 805 I 0:% I 0:3 I ‘o:: f;
12 Q(! 225 266 5(s3 .Om?. . . . . . . . . Blow-rut
- — -
13 14,000 20, coo 16.39 162 264 12.20 6<0 0.0146 1042 880 [ o.8&2 I 1.15 1.45 N
16.40 102 264 12,20 770 .0175 . ------- Blow-out A=+
-
14 14,MO 24,050 13.38 154 272 10.61 450 0. 011S 573
13.71 15.5
41!3 1 0.494 I 0.89
270
0.02 .4 -+
10.60 480 . OIZ.3 . . . . . . . . Blow-out A=+
— .
17 12,020 17,000 15.09 125 256 11.63 0.0120 3!23 0.812
%
1.02 1.22 N
M. 09 124 256 11.63. .0143 9+9 i% . 81L L. 05 L 32 N
— — .
18 12,coo 19, CBo 14.18 120 256 11.00 413 0.010$ 675 555 0: ;$ Il. 95 1. m N
14.18 ml 256 11. C@ 442 .0112 710 590 .97
14,18 12Q 256 11.00
1.10
465
A-
.0117 . . . . . . . . Blow-out .4+
23 15, 5go 28, MO 13.12 “im 253 9,23 — F460 916 725 { 0.744 I 0.82 I a.95
13.09 191 263 9.29 490
A -
.0147 . . . ----- Blow-out A+
21 8, OCKI 17, Wo 10.41 50 198 7.08 355 0.0139 537 487 I 0.4S3 I 0.45 I 0.49 A-
10.41 .50 199 7.15 406 . 01s8 . . . . . ..- Blow-out A+
— — — . -
23 14,030 26,000 12.38 15.5 2.75 9.74 380 0.0108 --------
12,38
Outlet temnewtwes ~ly ,4039J?
155 275 9.74 405 .0116 363
12.38 152 277 9.74
0.441
440 .0123 -.:?. -
0.81
Blow-out ‘
— . . . —
25 6, CM m, 030 7.99 11 141 La 255 0. ola9 654
7.99
643
11 141 4.20 265 1
BIo~-w~i; I 0:% 2.
0.535
.0195 751 740
7.99 11
.541
141 4.20 350 . 023J . . . . ..-.
30 6, MuI 16,MO 9.88 23 145 5.20 360 0: :.?; 1055
9.88 145 5.20 470 1293 M I ‘R! I 0::$I ‘::i =_
9.8$ z 145 5.20 554 . Oai . .. ----- Blow-out . . . . . .
31 17, 5CM3 32,030 13.32 264 260 8.40 515 0.0170 12s8 1024 0.377 0.78 0.87 N
13.~z 265 m 8.40 am .0200 - 1424 1169 .865 .80 1.05 N
33 l% C@ 24, W3 I 1.40 103 261 9.30 — 365 0.0109 . . . -----
11.40
Outlet temperature below 403° F
103 9.31
A -
386 .0115 . . . . . . . .
11.40
OUtkt temwratUre hL>lOW .t~” ~
103 3; 9.30 423
A+-
.0126 -------- Blow-out A+
34 17,ma 34, O(HI m 9a 260 —241 7.30 448 0.0178 1541 1031
11.go 260
1
0. 8s9 0.61 0.77 N
241 7.00 4’28 .0198 1457 1197 .893 .63 .83 N
— — — ——
35 8,030 15,600 11. i9 198 7,50 360 0.518 t 0.50
.E
‘o. 0133 554 496
11.19 198
0.55 .4+
7.49 410 .0152 . . . . ...-” Blo\v.out .4=+
108 7.5011.19 .j8 415 .0154 . . . . . . . . Blo\\7-oui A+
37 16,OCil 25,003 15. io 203 258 10.77 605 0.0156 1198 995 0.915 1.&l 1.28 x
15.qo 202 258 10.?7 638 .0170 12.78 1076 .915 1.03 1.34 E-
39 8, 00Q
L . ““”
14>000 11:@ PM 7.97 465 0.0162 ““ 826 876 0.732
1
11.g9 .; 194 7,97
0.03 0.81 E-
.495 .0173 . . . . . . . . BloId-out . . . ..-
40 8,000 13,000 12.:1
~. “’
194 8.29 526 0.0176 1056 1033
12.60
0.81130~-Out0. 39 I 0,92 f-
52 194 8.30 550 .0184 ..= . . . . .
42 17,040 23, OQo 15.10 240 246 9.31 550 0.0164 1297 1057
15. II 240 X6
0.933
9.32
0.84 1.06
675
Tf-
.0201 1486 12.46 .914 -------- 1.18 D–
43 16,500 34,000 10.7.0 269 i’. 30 345 0.0130 383
2
0.415
.0151 . ..!!.-
0.67
10.70 !259 7.30
0.66
400 B1OW-out E+
45 6, COO 13, Oal 10.69 31 144 5.50
10.67
4043 0.0202 1162 1131 0.302 0.39 0.53
30 144
A–
5.50 463 .02.34 1231 12.51 .779 .43 .59 E
10.08 29 L44 5.60 525 .0265 1499 1470 .824 .41 .62 E
.
~ The various types of resonaut. combustion are desi ated as follows: A, rapid flickering at base of tlame; B, temperature tiUCtUQtIOM at COIDbUStOr Outlet; C, UOISYVmret ion of COIO,
bustor and adjacent ducting; D, combination of B and &E, combinatimr of A and 33;N, mmmalwers.tio~ (m noti.eabk remname); +, sewe; -, Wht.
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TABLE III—TEMPERATURES OF THREE FUEL NOZZLES 12i COMBUSTOR
A
Temperature(o F)
rnl;le~ I&t ~en-
FueI-
InIet Air ffow Fuel tlow Fuel-air manifold Poeetion of nozde (3rranged
(lblsq in. perature reloeity(“F) (ftfsec) (lb/see) (Ibfhr) ratio
pressure eolmtembeh-ise, looking up-
absolute)
dmemntid stream)
(lbisq in.)
1
,~skl~s
217
217
217
218
215
215
m
m
259
ml
259
259
259
2.59
87
78
179
169
1s0
Ii3
210
m
~$~
1s5
X29
162
159
156
79
72
141
152
150
170
268
23$
248
245
472
4%
&
—
8S3020-5(L-31
